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Multi - Cultural Education:

New Perspectives - New Delivery Systems

There are many definitions of global education. One frequently used ipuld

dictate that we include in global education all subjects that are truly global

concerns and perhaps would best be dealt with on a total world basis.

For the first time ih the history of our world, the majority of the masses

of peopl3 are livinc in a closely interrelated world civilization. It is time,

in fact, way past time, for us to take a good look at the world around us, develop

our awareness and build understandings.

As a forming nation, the people of the United Stites adjusted reasonably

well to the plurality of nationalities, religions, languages and cultural styles;

now we must learn to 'adjust to worldwide pluralism.

In our beginning attempts to understand people of other cultures, our\moti-

vation was' frequently based on narrowly conceived national interests. As a

result, our approach has been largely ethnocentric. Task forces were created,

which were supported by foundations and government funds and which produced-

crash programs. Crash programs which would increase teachers' and students'

knowledge of the world. These efforts stressed the cognitive domain, often at

the knowledge level; the curriculum materials developed tended to focus in on

detailsstatistics, listings, pronunciation guides, etc. It seemed the theory

was that if enough data could be provided, the teachers and students would know

how to interpret them. This approach brought about a response of rating culturally

different people rather than relating to the:h.

The study of world history has been basically chronological and western-

centric. When we began reading names of strange sounding places in our headlines

and hearing them in newscasts, we were forced to acknowledge that there was more
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than just the Western World. Even though we have acknowledged the rest of the

world, our approach has basically not changed and icur frames of reference remain

Western.

A contemporary motivation for studying other cultures has been a kind of

current events relevance. News reports using terms such as "points of conflict,"

"trouble spots," etc., are frequently used to describe situations in areas other

than the United States, thus implying that the rest of the world had become

troublesome and the source of many problems. Using this context as a basis for S

t-Aerstinding our contemporary world inhibits the development of empathy and

insight.

The communications technology explosion has and is currently shaping our

understanding of the world. Television, print and other media materials have

brought the world into our homes and thus into our consciousnesses.

The Western World's contributions to education overshadow those of the

Third World. However, it is recognized that the number of educational contribu-

tions being made by Third World countries has increased greatly. India's univer-

sities are among the oldest in the Third World (and) as in Europe and North

America, the development of colleges and universities in India preceded the

development of secondary and primary education. Raman, an Indian, received a

Nobel Prize in 1930 for his work in physics. Nigeria's oldest university was

founded in 1948 and has assumes a very cosmopolitan orientation by recruiting

students and faculty on a national basis. By contrast, in Indian universities

profeisional advancement is contingent on seniority rather than scholarship.

School en'ollmente in developing countries increase faster than job oppor-

tunities in the modern sector, giving rise to "educated unemployed" at increasing

higher levels of education. This has been a persistent problem receiving sporatic
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attentlion from Indian educators since the 1880's. Nigerian universities

experience difficulty in keeping pace with manpower needs, and the aspirations

of university graduates for highly remunerated employment are generally fulfilled.

Professors in Nigerian universities are encouraged to becOme involved in

consulting and commercial pursuits apart from their teaching responsibilities.

This is viewed as a mechanism for enlarging the pool of African entrepreneurial

talent. The faculty regulations of most Indian universities explicitly discourage

efforts to supplement the income of faculty. Don't we in the Western World share

some Of these same problems?

We, as human beings, are one species on one globe. Lao Tzu was right when

he said "a journey of a thousand miles starts under one's foot." We have learned

and Ira continuing to learn about how best to make a journey toward understanding

our world.

10
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Developing Multi-Cultural Education In- Service. Courses

in Cooperation with a Local School District

James Dick

Debra Cates

As part of the Teacher Corps Project at the University of Nebraska at

Omaha, a series of multi-cultural education in-service courses were developed

cooperatively by faculty members at the University of Nebraska at Omaha and the

staff of the Department of Euman/Community Relations of t1 Omaha Public Schools.

Improving multi-cultural education was one of the major program goals of the

Omaha Teacher Corps Project; the other project goals were: establishins pro-

graps in community education, aiding teachers in dealing with children with/

special needs and the diversity of learners, providing educational personnel

development systems, and entrancing the role of community members in the edu-

cational process. The Teacher Corps Project alS-u was interested in encouraging

,cooperative program development between the University and the Omaha Schools to

build a stronger relationship between the two institutions and to foster the in-

stitutionalization and dissemination. of successful programs.

This paper will outline the procedures used to develop the multi-cultural

education in-service courses, describe one of the actual courses, identify

resources that were successfully used in that course, explain the efforts to

facilitate the participants' involvement in the course, and present the results

of the course evaluations., In the final section, the reflections cf the in-

service coordinator about various features of the total program will be pre-

'anted.

6
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Developing Multi-cultural Education Course Proposals

Efforts toward developing the multi-cultural education in-service programs

were initiated in a series of meetings between the director of the Teacher Corps

Project, the Project staff, and the multi-cultural 'ducation in-service coordi-

nator. At these meetings, the goals of the Teacher Corps Project were discussed

and clarified. Information was also obtained from the Project's Community Coun-

cil, Steering Committee, Building Advisory Committees, and Policy Board. After

these initial meetings, the multi - cultural in-service coordinator contacted the

office of Human/Community Relations of the laha Public Schocd4 to develop the

following course proposals:

1. Introduction to Education that id Multi-cultural

2. Teaching Ethnic Studies

3. Teaching in Multi-cultural Schools.

Each of the courses would offer one hour of graduate credit or professional

growth points for the teachers; if a teacher were to complete each of the

five-week courses, he/she could earn credit equivalent to a semester-long

graduate course.

As the planning group worked together, they attempted to develop courses

to meet the speCific needs of the teachers in the Project schools: Miller Park

and Sherman Elementary Schools, McMillan Junior high School, and North High

School. They also identified and evaluated instructional resources at the Uni-

versity, in the school dist.-irt, and in the metropolitan area to be used in each

of throurses. The special requirements of the University and the Omaha Public

Schools were also considered as the course proposals were being developed.
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The school district's statement, "Education that is Multi-cultural; A Definition

of Terms," was used as a guide during the planning meetings. (A copy of this

statement is included in the Appendices.)

The University representative prepared drafts of the course proposals that

were submitted for further review by the planning group and the Teacher Corps

staff. Problems, disagreements, and misunderstandings were aired; solutions

and compromises were sought. (Copies of the course proposals are included in

the Appendices.) After the planning group reached consensus, the proposals

were reviewed and approved by the Staff Development Office of the Omaha Public

Schools and the appropriate committees at the department, college, and campus

level at the University. Following the approval of these groups, the courses

were listed in the OPS directory of in- service courses and arrangements were

-completed so that the students could enroll for graduate credit at the University.

Creating a Community-Based Multi-cultural Education Course

The first course in this series of three courses, "Introduction to Education

that is Multi-cultural," was offered during the Fall semester 1980. The course

was scheduled at a Project school on Wednesday afternoons from 3:45 - 5:15.

Fifteen teachers from A variety of grade levels and subject areas signed up

for the course; approximately half of the teachers enrolled for graduate credit.

By doing so, they earned significantly more professional growth points than the

oher teachers earned.

At the first class 'qsion, a general overview of the purposes of the

Omaha Teacher Corps Projt and the concerns for Multi-cultural Education were

presented. Activities were used'to help the groups become better ac'uainted

8
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and to facilitate sharing what they were presently doing-in the area of multi-

cultural education, and to identify related toncerns.and problems. The require-

lents and procedures for obtaining graduate credit were also presented; samples

of possible projects were presented and described.

During the remainder of the class time, the group identified activities,

speakers,- and resources that could be included in the in-service course. Small ---

groups brainstormed ideas; then a master list was developed based on their

reports. Following this, the class established priorities indicating which ideas,

speakers, and materials were of interest to them; and therefore, should be

included in the course. The in-service coordinator partic!pated in the brain-

storming sessions and in the final selection process; however, an effort was

made to be certain that the group was engaging in legitimate planning and not

merely accepting the coordinator's ideas. This planning session was quite suc-

cessful, and most of the teachers' suggestions were incorporated into the course

outline. The schedule for the course was also discussed.

After this initial planning session, the in-service coordinator contacted

the various speakers, made the necessary arrangements, and developed the course

outline. copy'of the tentative schedule for Education That is Multi-cultural

is included in the Appendices.) A variety of community representatives were

invited to participate, including spokespersons from the largest minority groups

in the Omaha area, professors from the University, ethnic studies curriculum

materials developers, multi - cultural education specialists from the Omaha Public

Schools, and representatives from several community agencies. A field trip to

the Omaha Public Schools Multi-cultural Education Center was arranged as the

final activity for"the course.

9
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Much planning and coordinating was needed to create a multi-cultural edu-

cation ih-service course utilizing community resources. Many phone calls to

secure materials and equipment were necessary. While the Teacher Corps Project

paid for the travel expenses of some of the presenters and provided honorariums,

as well as paying the salary of the in-service coordinator; the overall budget

for this course was quite modest.

In addition to scheduling the course at one of the Project Schools andLusing

a great deal of participant planning, other efforts were made to facilitate

teacher participation in the in-service program. A small library of textbooll

curriculum materials, and other resources was established in the classroom.

Handouts, brochures> and catalogs were provided for the teachers. Assistance

4.n developing projects, obt'aining materials, and identifying and utilizing Uni-

versity resources was provided. Registration was conducted on site also. The

course schedule was rearranged to avoid conflicts with major school activities,

such as parents' night or conference days.,

Evaluating the Multi-cultural Education In-service Course

The Introduction to Education That is Multi-Cultural course was evaluated

in several ways. The projects developed by those teachers seeking g duate

credit, provided one method of determining the worth of the course. The pro-

jects included using and evaluating commercially produced curriculum materials,

developing curriculum materials, preparing annotated bibliographies and short

researchpapers; reviewing appropriate research findings, and preparing slide/

tape presentations-- The in-service coordinator worked closely with the teachers

to help to assure the overall quality of their projects.

10



At the end of the course, the teachers complete 9n evaluation form to

'determine the value df each of the presentatiome, and to provide feedback about
%. 1

. e.'",
what they liked best about the course and-mbout,what improvements they would

recommend if the course Were to be offered again? (A copy of the 'course evelu-

ation form is included in the Appendices.) Virtually all of the sessions and

presenters were rated as valuable or:very valuable by the teachers. Those pre-

centers who focused on materials for use in the classsroom tended to get the

highest ratings. Included among the responses to the q9estion "What did you

like best...?" were the following comments:

"Presenters were knowledgeable and gave us handouts
1
for further study.."

"The location and time were ideal. The planning and format were
established and they were the best way to deal with suet a wide vari-
ety of materials."

"The information I received from the class, especially my project,
gave me a better understanding of how to approach education on a
multi-cultural level." .

"My purpose was to learn more about different cultures rather than
planning teaching units about the cultures. My purposes were ful-
filled."

Included among the areas for improvement were requests for'more student

involvement and suggestions that the presenters be more specific about racial

. and ethnic groups in the Omaha area.

As a part of the overall Teacher Corps evaluation design, the teachers

were asked to complete the Stages of Concern questionnaire developed by the

Concerns-Based Adoption Model Project at the University of Texas at Austin.

1

This 35-item questionnaire was administered prior to the beginning and at the

end of the course to determine the teachers' concerns about multi-cultural

11
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education as # curriculum innovation, and to recommend follow-up strategies.

Initially. the group proffle indicated that the teachers in the course were

10

, interested in, but not overly concerned about, multi-cultural education. They

were not using multi-cultural curriculum materials and teaching strategies in

their classrooms. The post-course group frofiln indicated that the teachers had

developed an-awareness pf multi-cultural education but also developed various

degrees of doubt about potential resistance to this innovation; personal concerns

about the innovation were quite strong. This second profile indicated that in

a fo11ow -up course, the teachers needed to '!onfcont their personal concerns about

multi-cultural educatio they could more fully adopt it for use in their

classrooms. (Copies of the Concerns Questionnaire and the Stages of Concern

Analysis are included in the Appendices.) Such a focus was adopted for the

second course, Teaching Ethnic Studies, that was 'offered during the Spring

Refle-Aions and Observations of the MulticulturaI

Education In-service Coordinator

Based on my role as the multi-cultural education in-service coordinator,

I would offer the fo', .owing observations and refleOtions on developing multi-

cultural education courses in cooperation with a local school district.

1. The cooperative development of course proposals with persons outside

of the University was more difficult and time-consuming than developing courses

at the University. Public school people often had'difficulty accepting tha_,

while preparing the proposal was the formal means for obtaining university

12
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approval, an instructor of the course would have a great deal of flexibility

in determining the actual nature of a course when it is taught. Public school

persons tended to want specific details outlined and confirmed in the course

proposal. Obtaining their approval was more difficult than obtaining the

approval of the various levels within the University.

2. The questions about academic turf increased when the University faculty

memAr engaged in cooperative prOgram development with outside agencies. In-service

specialists within the public schcol questioned the involvemer.t of the University

representative in their area of concern and expertise; the gcalifications of

University personnel were also questioned. It was important to working

closely with the Assistant Superintendent for Human/Community Relations when

questions such as these arose, for he could answer these questions'for his col-

leagues and insure their continued participation.

3. It was possible to develop and deliver a multi-cultural education

in-service course like the one described in-this paper. However, it required

that the University representative be willing to devote extra energy and resources

eo make the course a success. Identifying and staying in touch with presenters,

delivering audio-visual equiriment, and creating a resource library were jugt

some of the tasks that had to be completed for this type of course.

4. ire of the teachers in the course had difficulty distinguishing

between the requirements for professional vrowth points from the school dis-

trict and graduate credit from the University. ',here was some hostility about
r

the graduate credit requirements; as some teachers could not understand why

active participation and few absences, the typical requirements for professional

growth points from the school district, were insufficient for graduate credit

from the University.

13
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5. A course that is specifically designed for a group of interested

teachers by a university representative may produce animosity among school di:1-

Irict personnel in charge of in-service program development. Since the school

district personnel have extensive in-service obligations, they do not have the

time and/or resources to concentrate fm one particularc.course. A univerdity

faculty member with released time can become aware of teaching strategies, com-

munity representatives, and curriculum materials that are new to the school

district personnel. As a result, the teachers in this in- service course dis-

covered their supervisors' limitations as they learned about a variety of

multi -cults 7a1 education resources in the community. A university faculty mem-

ber should plan to work closely with area specialists within a school district.

6. Problems al,,ut academic freedom can erica in such courses without the

traditions of criticism and freedom of expression that exists at the University.

One experience at the end of the course illustrates this problem. A minority

group spokesman was making a presentation to the teachers. His presentation,

which had been discussed with the in-service coordinator prior to his appear-

ance in the course, focused on the politics of discrimination. He was a power-

ful, challenging speaker; one who probably made the teachers a bit uncom-

fortable as he identified many examples of subtle racism at the national level.

In the question and answer session that followed hit; presentation, he strongly

condemned certain policies and actions of the local school board and the school

superintendent as being very racist; he also called the school, superintendent

a racist. The reaction of the teachers was predictable; they wondered why such

a speaker had been invited into "their" school to attack the local school sys-

tem and its leadership. An extra meeting with school district personnel and

14
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an exchange of several letters were necessary to deal with the teachers' con-

cerns and to assure them that this was not a deliberately 'lanned attack on

the school system.

7. The Stages of Concern questionnaire is both an appropriate method of

evaluating the impact of in-service programs and an effective method for plan-

ning follow-up courses and/or activities.

In this paper, the cooperative development of in-service courses by a uni-

versity and a local school district has been described. The efforts of the

Omaha Teacher Corps Project at the University of Nebraska at Omaha and the

Omaha Public Schools to create a series of multi-cultural education courses have

been outlined. One of the courses, Introduction to Education that is Multi-

cultural, was described in more complete detail. Obseri,ations on tne deve op-

ment process by the University coordinator were included also. Course pro-

posals, class schedules, evaluation forms and results, and selected planning

documents were included in the Appendices.

15
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EDUCATION THAT IS MULTICULTURAL - -A DEFINITION OF TERMS

Educators, Board members, and persons interested in the educative process
have been bombarded with a proliferation of terms and concepts. The
Department of Human-Community Relations has, for the past ten years, been
deeply involved with the evolution of the multicultural aspects of education..

This paper represents an attempt to provide a glossary of some of the terms
currently in use in order that educators, students, and others not be
caught in the dilemma of the blind men and the elephant. It is imperative
that members of the profession have a common base of understanding if we are
to -prepare-students to successfuliy cope in today's world.

Americans and Europeans usually think in terms of Caucasians being the
majority in their particular contextual setting. A statistical fact is that
5 out of 6 persons in the, world are non-white. The speed of transportation
has changed the world into a neighborhood of peoples. The present energy
crisis has brought home to all the interdependence of nations. The effciency
of the implements of warfare underscore the need for human understanding and
respect for people from different countries and cultures.

Multicultural Education vs. Education that is Multicultural

The Commission on Multicultural Education of the American Association
of Colleges for Teacher Education describes multicultural rducatiL:n
thusly:

Multicultural education values cultural pluralism. It rejects that view
that schools should attempt to-mil:Away culturdlfltffIrences or that
they should merely tolerate cultural pluralism. Instead, multicultural
education stresses that schools should strive for the cultural enrich-
ment of all children and youth with programs designed toward preser-
vation and extension of cultural alternatives. Multicultural education
recognizes cultural diversity as a fact of life in American society.
The nation has grown and developed because of the unique contributions
of people from different cultures.

The Commission states that multicultural education program for teachers
are more than special courses or special learning experiences grafted
onto the standard or traditional program. It should permeate :11 areas

of educational experiences provided for future teachers.

Multicultural education reaches beyond awareness and understanding of
cultural differences. More important than the acceptance and sdp-rt
of these differences is the recognition of the right of these different
cultures to exist. The goal of cultural pluralism An be achieved only
if there is full recognition of cultural differences and an effective
educational program that makes cultural equality real and meaningful.
The attainment of this goLl will bring a richness and quality of life
that would be a long step toward realizing the democratic ideals so
nobly proclaimed by the founding fathers of this nation.

17
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Another definition oil multicultural education comes from the National
Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education:

Multicultdral education is preparation for the social, political, and
economic realities thrt individuals experience :n culturally diverse
and complex human encounters. These realities nave both national and
international dimensions. This preparation provides a process by which
an individual develops competencies for perceiving, believing, evalu-
ating, and behaving in differential cultural settings. Thus,
multicultural education is viewed as an interventioa and as an on-going
assessment process to help institutions and individuals become more
responsive to the human condition, individual cultural integrity, and
cultural pluralism in society.

Education that is Multicultural

Grant defines education that is multicultural as an idea based on a
fundamental belief that all people must be accorded respect, regardless of
their social, ethnic, cultural and religious background. The melting pot
tradition has not worked for all Americans. Education that is multicultural

would: (a) consider staffing positions and patterns throughout the school
district, at all strategies, that reflect the pluralistic nature of American
society; (b) curricula that would integrate the contributions of all
cultural groups throughout the curriculum; (c) acceptance of the languages
of the various cultural groups as different, but not deficient;
(d) instructional materials free from bias, omission, and stereotype--and
portraying individuals from the different cultural groups in a variety of
different occupational and social roles.

-ColloralPlural ism

Although there are many definitions of cultural pluralism, two that are
more commonly seen are offered here:

1. " A state of equal co-existence in a mutually supportive relation-
ship within the boundaries ur framework of one nation of people of
diverse culture with significantly different patterns of belief,
lifestyles, colors, and in some cases different languages. To
achieve cultural pluralism, unity with diversity must exist. Each

person should be aware of and secure in his own identity, and be
willing to extend to others the same respect and rights that he
expects to enjoy himself--Now like the Golden Rule this sounds;

2. A briefer definition by Edgar Epps states: "Cultural pluralism

involves the mutual exchange of cultural content and respect for
different views of reality and conceptions of man. Plural4sir

assumes that ethnic groups have the right to preserve their
is:altural heritages and also contribute to American civic life."

18
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The Melting Pot Theory

The "melting pot theory" developed in the early part of the twentieth
century. Its name denies from a play by Israel Zangwill entitled The
Melting Pot. This theory put forth the idea that the United States was
a giant pot in p:hIch all of the various ethnic groups which arrived on
its shores would be melted together--amalgamated--and emerge as

"Americans"--a new breed which synthesized all of the inputs of the various
ethnic groups. Despite the fact that the melting pot has not worked, there
are some who cling to the theory. These people usually do not anticipate
a true cultural synthesis but rather hope for an Anglo-Saxon domination of
American cultural traits such as language.

Bilingual Education

Bilingual Education is a comprehensive educational approach which involves
instruction in two languages. Children are taught all cognitive areas first
in their native language. Oral expression and reading are developed in
native language arts courses, and English is taught formally as English as
a Second Language. Once the children have learned to speak English, they
are then taught to read and write it. Instruction through English it cognitive
areas begins when a child can "effectively pt:ticipate" in that language
and experiences no academic handicap due to inadequate English language
skills. Two types of Bilingual Education programs exist: transitional
programs, which have been mandated by law and which continue until the child
can effectively participate in English, and maintenance programs, which
continue instruction in both the native language and English throughout the
child's schooling. A major aspect of Bilingual Education is the inclusion in
the curriculum of the child's nistorical, literary and cultural traditions--

VI 7

Engli,h as a Second Language

In English-as-a-Second-Language programs, students are taught English,
generally with no use of the chi,d's native language. In cases where the
native language is used, its function is primarily to help the student
understand a language concept. An intensive ESL approach differs from a.
'monolingual English program in the sense that all instruction is geared to
second language development. While English as a Second Language falls under
the umbrella of many bilingual programs, it is not a substitute for
Bilingual Education.

1Glazer, Nathan & Moynihan, Daniel P., Beyond the Melting Pot: The
Negroes, Puerto Ricans, Jews, Italians, and Irish of New York City.
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Racism Sexism A eism Handica ism and Classism

These are nouns that describe the process of discrimination and/or exclusion
which is based on the fact that the person (or group) being discriminated
againsts different in terms of race, sex, age, physical characteristics, or
socioeconomic status from the person (or group) who is discriminating or
excluding. These forms of discrimination are manifested in both covert and
overt actions. In addition, all are institutionalized in our society in a
variety of subtle ways.

Ethnocentrism

If one were to offer men to coose out of all the customs in
the world such as seemed to them the best, they would examine the
whole number, and end by preferring their own; so convinced are
they that their own usages surpass those of all others.
--Herodotus, The Persian Wars, Book III, Chapter 38

What Herodotus has described is what anthropologists term "ethnocentrism"
or a belief that one's own way of life is preferable to all others. Ethno-

centrism is the mechanism that frequently leads people to the conclusion
that one culture is somehow "better" than another and fosters discrimination
against people who are different from oneself.

Ethnic Group

Individuals who constitute an ethnic group share a sense of group identifica-
tion, a common set of values, political and economic interests, behavior
patterns, and other elements which differ from those of other groups within
a society.

Groups whose members share a unique social and cultural heritage passed on
From one generation to the next are known as ethnic groups. Ethnic groups
are frequently identified by distinctive patterns of family life, language,
recreation, reigion, and other 'ustoms which cause them to be differentiated
from others. Above all else,'members of such groups feel a sense of Identity
and an "interdependence of fate" with those who share the customs of the
ethnic tradition.

Ethnic Studies

A vital ethnic studies program should enable students to derive valid
generalizations about the characteristics of all of America's ethnic groups
and to learn how they are alike and different, in both their past and present
experiences.

Dominant Culture

The dominant culture in a society is that culture which is the strongest in
terms of influence and power. Its values are presumed--incorrectly--to be
the only correct values and its language is presumed to be the lingua franca,
or common language of all those under its sway. Dominant cultures often
maintain their pre-eminence through coercive and exclusionary practices.

20



Minority, Grows

Members of minority groups possess unique physical and/or cultural charac-

teristics which distinguish them from members of the dominant culture as
well as from other minority groups. Often the groups to which they belong
are a numerical minority of the total population, although this is not
alwayo the case. Wojen, for instance, are often described as members of a
minority group since they are excluded from the predominantly male power
establishment. Other minority groups, such as Blacks, Native Americans,
Puerto Ricans, Chicanes, Japanese-Americans, and Chinese-Americans are indeed
a numerical minority. ;Because minority group members can usually be easily
distinguished from rs of the dominant culture, they are often regarded
as inferior and thus d scriminated against.

19

Prepared by:

Eugene W. Skinner
Assistant Superintendent
Human-Community Relations

August 18, 1978
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INTRODUCTION TO MULTICULTURAL EDUCATION

COURSE DESCRIPTION

This course introduces the concept of multicultural education, including the

development of an awareness of cultural and ethnic groups. Participants will

develop a multicultural perspective to the process of education.

PREREQUISITES

CREDIT- 1 hour Graduate

OBJECTIVES

1. The participants will be able to define the concept of multicultural
education.

2. The participants will be able to display an awareness and understanding
of different cultural groups including a historical perspective of
various cultural groups in a pluralistic society.

3. The participants will be able to explain methods for integrating multi-
cultural education into the curriculum.

4. The participants will be able to identify eiiisling_multicult_ural
education community resources.

5. The participants will be able to review and evaluate multicultural
curriculum guidelines.

TEXTBOOKS AND SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY

Adams, Samuel L. "Going Public: Community Band Student Writing." Media and
Methods 15 (February 1979), pp. 40-41.

Banks, James A. "Ethnicity and Schooling: Implications for Dissemination."
The Link 2 (January 1979), pp. 1-9.

Berson, Minnie P. "Cherishing Personal and Cultural Heritage." Childhood
Education 54 (January 1978), pp. 110-14.

Brogdon, Richard. "Religious Freedom and School Holidays." Phi Delta Kappan 58
(May 1977), pp. 700-01.

Cortes, Carlos E. "The Societal Curriculum and the School Curriculum: Allies
or Antagonists?" Educational Leadership 36 (April 1979), pp. 475-79.

Curriculum Guidelines for Multiethnic Education. Washington: National Council
for the Social Studies, 1978.

Della-Dora, Delmo and House, James E. Education for an Open Society. Washington:
Association for Supervision and Curriculum Developm nt, 1974.

22
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Dunfee, MLxine. Eliminating Ethnic Bias in Instructional Materials: Comments

and Biography. Washington: Association for Supervisie^ -T1 Curriculum
Development, 1974.

Ethnic Studies Materials Analysis Instrument. Boulder: Social Science Education
Consortium, 1976.

Freedman, Philip I. "Multi-Ethnic Studies: Proceed with Caution." Phi Delta
Ka an 59 (January 1977), op. 402-03.

Gay, Geneva. "Ethnic Pluaralism in Social Studies Education." Social Education
44 (January 1980), pp. 52-55.

Grant, Carl A. Multicultural Education: Commitments, Issues, and Applications.
Washington: Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development, 1977.

ed. Multicultural Education in the International Year of the Child:
Problems and Possibilities. Washington: Howard University Press, 1979.

Gold, Milton, et al ed. In Praise of Diversity: A Resource Book for Multi-
cultural Education. Washington: Teacher Corps Association of Teacher
Educators, 1977.

Hayes, I%-a. "Consciousness and the Urban Curriculum." The English Journal 67
(March 1979), pp. 49-54.

Jarolimek, John. "Born Again Ethnics: Pluralism in Modern America." Social
Education 43 (March 1979), pp. 204-09.

Martin, Lois A.
1' 11

"How to Reduce Sex-Role Stereotyping." Today's Education 67

McConnell, Mary C. "Human Sciences Program: Speaking to Where Students 'Live'."
The Science Teacher 45 (September 1978), pp. 20-22.

McGough, Kris and Todd Clark, eds. "Two Perspectives on Multicultural Education."
Social Education 42 (February 1978), pp. 162-64.

"Multicultural Education." Phi Delta Kappan 58 (January 1977), pp. 378-411.

Multicultural Education: A Functional Bibliography for Teachers. Omaha: Center
for Urban Education.

"New Perspectives on Hispanic Americans." Social Education 43 (February 1979),
pp. 101-11.

Report on the Committee on Engineering. Washington: American Association for the
Advancement of Science.

Roll, Beth. "Ethnic Cultures and Values." Media and Methods 14 (December 1977),
pp. 28-29, 70. Film.

Rowe, Mar Budd. "Why Don't Blacks Pick Science?" The Science Teacher 44 (February
1977), pp/ 34-35.

Schwartz, Lite Linzer and Natalie Isser. "Forgotten Minorities, Self-Cc cept, and
the Schools." The Social Studies 69 (September/October 1978), pp. 187-90.
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"Special Feature on Martin Luther King, Jr." Today's Education 68 (November/

December 1979), PP- 58-68.

Strom, Margot Stern. "Facing History and Ourselves: The Study of the Holocaust
and Human Behavior." Media and Methods 14 (May/June 1978), pp. 16-21.

Sutman, Francis X. Bilingual.Education - Unsolved Problem on America's Agenda."
The Science Teacher 46 (December 1979), pp. 16-19.

The Gifted and the Talented: Their Education and Development. National Society
for the Study of Education; 1979.

Valverde, Leonard A. "Strategies for the Advancement of Cultural Pluralism."
Phi Delta Kappan 60 (October 1978), pp. 107-10.

CONTENT

I. What is multicultural education?
A. Definition of culture, cultural groups, ethnic groups, race.
B. Different philosophies of multicultural education.

II. What is the nature of a pluralisitic society?
A. Description of mono-cultural and pluralistic society.
B. Definition of stereotyping, racism, prejudice, and discrimination.
C. The social, pyschological, political, and emnomic effect4 of

stereotyping, racism, prejudice, and discrimination.
D. History of selected ethnic and racial groups in the Omaha area.

III. What multicultural curriculum materials and teaching strategies.
A. Curriculum materials and teaching strategies.
B. Community resources
C. Teacher and administrator attitudes.
D. Integrating multicultural education into the curriculum.

TEACHING METHODOLOGY

A variety of teaching strategies will be used including lectures, discussions,
guest speakers, media, visitations, student reports, demonstrations, and independ-
ent study.

PROJECTS

I. Participant projects
A. Develop/adapt/prepare multicultural curriculum materials and/or teaching-

strategies.
B. Research paper--history of a selected cultural or ethnic group in the

Omaha area.
C. Multicultural education resources file and/or bibliography.
D. Community interviews or survey.
E. Media presentation related to multicultural education.

II. Projects will be ev-luated according to the value and relevancy of ideas
and/or materials presented.

COURSE EVALUATION

Project

24
40%



Research paper--"How to Integrate Multicultural Education

into the curriculum 30%

Class attendance and participation 30%

The development of good interpersonal and- intergroup relations 's essential
.in the pluralistic classroom setting, It then becomes essential that class
attendance and participation be considered in the evaluation process of this
course .

OTHE R

23

There will be 15 contact hours for one hour of graduate credits; the instructor
and the students may agree to a flexible arrangement of the classroom time.
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TEACHING ETHNIC STUDIES

C& I

.

Course Deicri tion

This course provides for the examination of a variety of ethnic studies

curriculum rraterials and teaching strategies for use in several curricdIum areas

in both elementary and secondary schools The evaluation and adaptation of

existing materials and strategies, and the development of new materials ands

strategies are emphasized in this course.

Prerequisites: None

Credit: 1 hour graduate

Course Objectives:

1. The students will aevelop a knowledge of, appreciation for, and

historical perspective of selected ethnic groups.

2. The students will be able to compare and contrast the roles of at least

two local ethnic groups.

3. The students will be able to identify a variety of appropriate ethnic

studies curriculum materials and demonstrate teaching strategies that arc appro-

priate for their grade levels/subject areas.

4. The students will be able to develop ethnic studies curriculum materials

that are appropriate for their grade levels/subject areas.

5. The participants will be able-to infuse ethnic studies curriculum

materials and teaching strategies into existing courses.

Textbook and Selected Bibliography

Adams, Samuel L. "Going Public) Community Band Student Writing." Nadia
and Methods, 15 (February, 1979), pp. 40-41.

American Indians/Anthologies or Bibliographies/1-6. Boulder: Social Science
Education Consortium, 1979.

American Indians/Resource Materials/1-6. Boulder: Social Science Education
-Tonsortium. 1979.
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American Indiims/Rasource Materials/7-12. Boulder: Social Science Educational
Consortium, 1979.

Banks, James A. "Ethnicity and Schooling: Implications for Dissemination."
The Link, 2 (January, 1979),4pp. 1-9.--,__--

T;aching Strategies for Ethnic Studies. Boston: Allyn and
Bacon, 1979.

broken Hoops and Plains People. Iincoln: Nebraska Curriculum Development
Center, 1976.

Chinese Americans. Boulder: Social Science Education Consortium, 1979.

COrtes, Carlos E. et al. Understanding You and Them: Tips for Teaching about
'ethnicity. Boulder: Social Science Education Consortium, 1976.

Curriculum Guidelines for Multethnic Education. Washiraton: National Council
for the Social Studies.

Dunfea, Maxine. Eliminating Ethnic Bias in Instructional Materials: Comments
and piography. Washington: Association for Supervision and Curriculum
Development, 1974.

Ethni Studies /Nigher Education. Boulder: Social Science Education Consortium,
979.

Ethnic Studies Materials AnalysisInstrument. Boulder: Social Science Education
Consortium, 1976.

ashusAudAsiattimiza...ftegiaaaa.

Ethni

Consortium, 1978.

Consortium, 1978.

Boulder: Social Science. Education

'Weldor: Social Science.Evincatio

Ethnic Stvdies Teacher Nesource Kit. Boulder: Soclai Science, Bducation
Consortium, 1976,

,Gillespic,,PWrgaret C. and A.. Gray Thompson. filiCiJa Studies for Living in a ,
Multi-Ethnic Society. Columbus: Charles E. Merrill, 1973.

Grovq, Cornelius Lee. "Beyond Words: A Closer Look at Cross-Cultural Communi-
cations.4 The Science Teacher, 44 (November, 4977), pp. 23 -25.

Holiday,,. Frances R. and Care/e.Eltetda. "Buird.ing on Cultural Strengths: A
Amite to Acaciasic Actiit v41111 Educational Lakkarsh ip, u. (December, 197e),
Pp. 207.10.

. ,

Jima, Mot and &mos C. llobirlaen "The Carteret Stars: The Poor Group Deals
with *haat Conflict." lta KoPPan , 50 (November, Ole), pp. 169-72.

Laderich, Laurel and Thom. "rise. "Resources for the Study f Native Americans."
Media and Methods, 13 (Mai/June, 1977), pp ' -55.

Materials and Human Rosou "es for Teaching Et
Science Education Consortium, 197G.

27
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McClain, Shirla R. .and. Ambrose A. Clegg, Jr. "words, Records, and Beyond:
Studying about Local Ethnic Groups Through Primary Source." Social
Education, 41 (May, 1977). pp. 382-87.

"Multicultural Literature." The English Journal, 66 (March, 1977), pp. 25-79.

Ovando, Carlos J. "School Implications of the Peaceful Latino Invasion." Phi

Delta Kappan,. 59 (December, 1977), pp. 230-34.

Reilly, Mary Ellen, "Eliminating Sexism: A Challenge to Educators." Social

Education, 43 (April, 1979), pp. 312-16.

"Roots." Media and Methods, 13 (April, 1977), pp. 16-29.

Simpson-Tyson, Audrey K. "Are Native American First Graders Ready to Read?"
The Reading Teacher, 31 (April, 1978), pp. 79?-801.

Tarp, John R. "Toward Scientific Literacy for All Our Students." The Science
Teacher, 45 (December, 1978), pp. 38-39.

The State of Slack Omaha 1978. Omaha: The Urban League of Webraska, 1978.

Tiedt, Pamela L. and Iris M. Tiedt. Multicultural Xduoation: A Handbook of
Activities, Information, and Resources: Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1979.

"Urban English." The English Journal, 68 ($ovesier, 1979) , pp. 27-79.

Valverde, Leonard A. Briingual Education for Latinos. Washington: Aslociatior.

for Supervision and Curriculum Devclopmeat, 1978.

Wood, Dean D. Multicultural Canada: A Teacher's Guide. to Ethnic Studies.
Toronto: The Ontario Institute for Stair- in. Education, 1979.

Content

I. A survey of local ethnic groups.

II. A-% overview of existing curriculum materials and selectedltmechin3 strhte0.es.

Resources availaiste from poi:disbars and interest groups.

B. Resources available in the Omaha Metropolitan area.

C. Resources available from tie local school syste.i.

The development/adeptatimeof curriculen, retortals and teachtns strateves.

A. Curriculum development.

B. Dedbnstrattons of teaching strategies.

IV. planning for the infusion of ethnic studies curriculum materials and strategies.

A. Infusion techniques and strategies.

B. Evaluation of infusion plans.

28



Teaching Methodology 27

A wide variety of teaching strategieS will be used including lectures,

discussions, simulations, demonstrations, guest speakers, and student presentations.

The development/adaptation of curriculum materials and the demonstration of

teaching strategies will be emphasized.

Projects

I. Student projects

A. Development/adaptation/preparation ethnic studies curriculum materials.

B. Demonstration of ethnic studies teaching strategies.

C. Preparation on a curriculum infusion plan.

II ProSecta.will be evaluat i in terms of thsi value and relevancy of the
materials and strategies presented/demonstrated.

Course D...1mation

1. Curriculum materials development 50%

2. Demonstration of teaching strategy - 36;

3. Iefusion plan lot

4. Attendance and participation - 5%

Other

There will be 15 contact hours for one hour of graduate credit; the

instructor ant the students may wee to a fleeible arrangement of classroom

time.
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OMAHA PUSLIC.SCMOOL:
OMAHA TEACHER CORPS PROJECT

Introduction to Education That is Multicultural

TENTATIVE SCHEDULE_

All sessions will begin at 3 :45 and end at ,.proximately 5:15
in Annex 5, Miller Park School.

Wednesday October 15

Introductions
Orientation to Course
Group Planning

Wednesday, October 22

No scheduled class
Participants taking the course for college credit should be developing ideas
for a project.

WO4neSdir, October 29

"The Ethnic Iconography of Omaha" - Charles Gildersleeve, Associate. Professor
of Geography, UNO

wadossw, November 5

"Native American Curriculum Project" Erwin Goldsnstaint Professor of Mister,
and Philosophy of Education, UM

28

"Resources from the American Indian Center" - Mayne Tyndall, Assistant Director,
American Indian Csntar

Vedmesdax, November 12

"An Overview o the Shekman Community Center" - Mark Burns

"MssOurots frog the. Anti-Defamation Wave Barry Morrison

"Multicultural Education in the Omaha Public Schools" - Poslyn Montgamsry

30
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Wednesday, November 19

$0 scheduled class

Individual Conferences at Miller Park, by appointment

Wednesday, November 26

No scheduled class

'Wednesday, December 3 (Meet at Howard Kennedy School, 290%, N 30th St.)

Representatives from Chicano Awareness Center, Asian American groups, Block, Mahan', '!HA

"CTS Multicultural Education Resources" - Evelyn Montgomey

Overview of Projects

Overview of Participants

Ethnic Dinner at nearby restaurant

31



INTRODUCTION TO EDUCATION THAT IS MULTICULTURAL

TENTATIVE PROJECT OUTLINE

Title:

Format/Scope/Length/Goals and Objectives, etc.:

Grade Level:

Resources Already Identified:

Resources/Assistance Needed:

32
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Name (Optional)

Date

CONCERNS QUEST1ONNAME

31

The purpose of this questionnaire is to determine what people who are using

or thinking about using -carious programs are concerned about at various tines

during the adoption process. The items were developed from typical responses

of school and college teachers who ranged from no knowledge at all about various

programs to many years experience in using them. Therefore, a good part of the

items may appear to be of little relevance or irrelevent to vou at this time. for

the completely irrelevant items, please circle "0" on the scale. Other items

will represent those concerns you do haee, in varying degrees of intensity. and should

be marked higher on the scale, acyirding to the explanation at the top of each of

the following pages.

0 1 2

0 1 2

002

01 2

For example:

3 4 5 60 This statement is very true of me at this tine.

305 6 7 This statement is somewhat true of me now.

3 4 5 6 7 This statement is not at all true of me at this time.

3 4 5 6 7 This statement seems irrelevant to me.

Please respond to the items in term; of your present concerns, or how yamt

feel about your involvement of potential involvement with Multicultural Education

We do not hold to any one definition of this innovation, so please think of it in

terms of your own perception of what it involves. Since this questionnaire is

used for a variety of innovations, the name Multicultural Education

never appears. However, phrases such as "the innovation," "this approach." and

"the new system" all refer to your class in Multicultural Education.

Remember to respond to each item in terms of your present concerns about your

involvement or potential involvement with Multicultural Education.

Thank you for taking time to complete this task.

33



11, 0

Irrelevant

oimamo.111.. .0 ...Mb eist..INIM.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 32
Not true of me now Sooewhat true of me now Very true of no now

. I am concerned about students' attitudes toward this
Innovation.

I now know of some other approaches that might work
better.

I don't even know what the innovation is.

. I am concerned about
organize myself each

. I would like to help
the innovation.

. t have a very limited knowledge about the innovation. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

. I would like to know the effect of reorganization on my 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

professional status.

. I am concerned about conflict between my interests and 0 1 2 3 4 5 6= 7

my responsibilities.

9. I am concerned about revising my use of the innovation. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

10.. I would like to develop working relationships with both 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

our faculty and outside faculty using this innovation.

11. I am concerned about how the innovation affects students. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

14. I would like to know who will make the decisions in the 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

new system.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

not having enough time to 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

day.

other faculty in their use of 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

12. I an not concerned about this innovation.

. I would like to discuss the possibility of using the 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

innovation.

15. I would like to know what resources are available if we 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

decide to adopt this innovation.

16. I an concerned about my inability to manages all the 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

innovation requires..

17: I would like to know how my teaching or administration 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

is supposed to change.

!f. I would like to familiarize other departments or persons 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

with the progress of this new approach.

Copyright, 1974
Procedures for Adopting Educational Itnovations/CAAM Project

R6D Center for Teacher Education, The University of Texas at Austin
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2
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Irrelevant Not true of me now Somewhat true of me now Very true of me now

19. I am concerned about evaluating my impact on students. 0

20. I would like to revise the innovation's instructional 0
approach.

21. I am completely occupied with other things. 0

22. I would like to modify our use of the innovation based 0
on the experiences of our students.

23. Although I don't know about this innovation, I am 0
concerned about things in the area.

24. I would like to excite my students. about their part in 0
this approach.

25. I am concerned about time spent working with nonacademic 0
problems related to this innovation.

26. 1 would lika to know what the use of the innovation will 0
require in the immediate future.

27. I would like to coordinate my effort with others to maxi- 0
size the innovation's effects.

28. I would like to have more information on time and energy 0
commitments required by this innovation.

29. I would like to know what other faculty are doing in this. 0
area.

30. At this time, I as not interested in learning about this 0
innovation.

31. 1 would like to determine how to supplement, enhance, or 0
replace the innovation.

32. I would like to use feedback from students to change the 0
program.

33. I would like to know how my role will change when I am 0
using the innovation.

34. Coordination of tasks and people is taking too much of 0
iv time.

33. I would like to know how this innovation is better than 0
what we have now _

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3. 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 '6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Copyright, 197
Procedures for Adopting Educational Innovations/CAAM Project

Rip Center for Teacher Education, The University of Texas at Austin
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PLEASE COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING:

1. What percent of your job is: BEST COPY AVAILABLE

other (specify)teaching % adminsitlation % %

2. Do you work: full time part time

3. Female Male

Ais: 20-29 30-39

S. Highest degree earned:

40-49 SO-59 60-69

Associate Eachelor Masters Doctorate

6. Year degree earned:

7. Total years teaching:

8. Number of years at present school:

9. In how many schools have you held full time appointment?

one two three four five or more

34

10. HOW long have you been involved in Multicultural Education.
Not counting this year.

1 2 3 4 5 years

never year years years years or more

11, In your use of Multicultural Education concepts,
Do you consider yourself to be a:

nonuser novice intermediate old hand past user

12. Have you received formal training in Multicultural Education

(workshops, courses) YES NO

13, Are you currently in the first or second year of use of some major innovation
or program other than Multicultural Education:

yes no

If yes, please describe briefly.



V

35

INTRODUCTION TO MULTICULTURAL EDUCATION
Stages of Concern Analysis

This report is an attempt to determine certain stages of concern expressed
by participants in the Teacher Corps inservice class, "Introduction to Multicultural
Education," and recommend intervention strategies.

DEMOGRAPHIC DATA

N012

83% Female 17% Male

Age: 20-29 17%

30-39 ThTi
40-49

50-59

Bachelor Degree: 42% Masters Degree: 58%

Average Years Teaching: 11 Range: 1 - 36

.Years Involved with Multicultural Education: Never: 58%

Two: 8%

One: 8%

Five or more: 25%

Use of Mutlicultural Education: Non-user: 8% Novice: 50$
Intermediate: 33% Past user: 8%

Formal Training in Multicultural Educaticin.: Yes 33% No 67$

Participants were asked to complete the Stages of Concern questionnaire
at the beginning and end of their participation in the inservice class. These
questionnaires were scored and a group profile constructed. Figure 1 represents
the composite Stages of Concern expressed by participants at the beginning of the
class. The Higher peaks at the Awareness and Informational stages suggest that
participants are Just becoming aware of the innovation and are actively seeking in-
formation about it. This assessment Is clearly supported by the demographic data
as more than one-half of the participants indicated being a non-user or novice in
relation to multicultural education. Also, active infoimation seeking can be ,

supported by the fact that the participants are voluntarily participating in an in-
service class.

The group profile (Figure 1) is that of a typical non-user. Excessive
personal concerns do not seem to bee problem. In general, the participants are
somewhat aware of and concerned about the innovation and are interested in learning
more about the innovation in a positive proactive perspective. There are not a great
deal of Management concerns, and participants are not intensely concerned about
the innovation's consequences for students. The low tailing -off Stage.6
Refocusing score suggests that the Individuals do not have other ideas that would
be potentially competitive with the innovation. The overall profile represents
Interested, not terribly overly - concerned, positive non-users.

Figure 2 represents the composite profile obtained from Stages of Concerns
questionnaire administered at the end of the inservice class (approximately eight
hours of training).
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In contrast to the profile representated in Figure 1, this profile depicts
various degrees of doubt and potential resistance to the innovation. This can be

clearly identified by tree intensity of Stage 2 - Personal Concerns in relation to
Stage 1 concerns. Personal concerns override concerns about learning more about

ihe innovation. Participants are much more concerned about his/her personal posi-
tion and well-being in relation to the change than he/she is interested in learning
more of a substantive nature about the innovation. Personal concerns normally
have to be reduced before he/she can look at the innovation objectively. The very

intense stage 0 - Awareness concerns suggest that the participants are very much
concerned about the innovation, however, in this case personal concerns prove to
be an obstruction.

Again, management and consequence concerns show relatively low intensity.
The tailing-up of Stage 6 - Refocusing concerns provides further information about
the attitude of the respondents toward the innovation. When Stage 6 concerns tail
up as in Figure 2, then one can infer that the respondents have other ideas that
they see as having more merit than the proposed innovation. Any tailing-up of
Refocusing concerns on a non-user profile should be taken as a potential warning
that there may be some resistance to the innovation.

RECOMMENDATIOUS

This interpretation was performed using group data. Obviously this data

reflects the dominant high and low stages of the composite group. The group, how-

ever, was small in number, indicating that the data is more representative of
individual scores.

Participants of the Multicultural Education class need to confront their
personal concerns regarding the innovation. This can probably best, be accomplished
by discussion groups, informal talks or personal one-to-one discussion. Identifying
and resolving these personal concerns may lead to more regard for consequence
concerns.
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OMAHA TEAghElk CORPS PROJECT .

COURSE\EVALUATION
INTRODUCTION TO EDUCATION THAT IS MULTICLLTURAL

FALL SEMESTER 1980
-"r

DIRECTIONS: Please complete the following evaluation form to help me determine the valueticular course
and plan for fLtunecourses. Be candid--include written comments whenever appropriate. DO NOT SIGN YejR NAME.

1. Orientation and Group Planning Session

Comments:

2. The Ethnic Iconography of Omaha
Charles Gildersleeve

Comment:

3. The Native American Curriculum Project
Erwin tkAdenstein
Carmen Worrick

Comments:

4. An overview of the Sherman Community Unter
Mark Burns

Comments:

41

1

of little value ( very valuable

42



NuItIcoltural Education in the Omaha Public Schools i A

Evelyn Montgomery of little value very valuable

Comments:

6. Resources from the Anti Defamation League

Barry Morrison

Comments:

7. The Chicano Community in Omaha

Comments:

8. The Black Community in Omaha
Phil Secret

Comments:

9. The Asian Ar::erican Community in Omaha
Jane Takechi

Comments:

43
44

c:



uteldUcnt on Re4ources at Howard Kennedy School
Theodora Hea4ett3

Cotments:

' 11. The overall format, procedures, planning, etc. of this course

Comments:

12. An overa 1 rating of the content of this course

Comments:

13. An overall rating of the entire course

1

of little value very valuable

A. What did you like best about this course; this can include format, planning, location, time, topics, presenters,
materials, etc., etc.?

B. If this course, or one that is similar or related to this course, were offered again; what charges would you
recommend for improving it? Again, include comments on any related concerfts.
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